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Abstract 

Additive Manufacturing (AM) as a method is on the rise and allow for a high freedom to create unique shapes 
without being limited by conventional machining methods. The Electron Beam Melting method, developed by 
Arcam AB in Mölndal, Sweden, use Powder Bed Fusion together with an electron beam and at an elevated 
temperature (+1000ºC) to lower stress due to thermal gradients. 

The purpose of this paper is to study the influence of Scan Length during Electron Beam Melting of Alloy 718 in 
regards to the appearance of shrinkage, porosity, primary carbide precipitation (mainly NbC), primary dendrite 
width and hardness. Samples built had the dimensions of 10x15xVar mm3 (Height x Depth x Width) with widths 
ranging from 10 mm in steps of 5 mm up to a maximum of 90 mm. The parameters were set as a single entry 
within the build project and as such each layer was melted as a single unit.  

A Light-Optical Microscope (LOM) and a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to obtain images for 
manual counting to calculate the fraction of porosity and NbC-precipitates as well as the columnar grain width. 
The space between lines of interdendritical precipitation of NbC was used to determine the dendrite arm widths 
and a series of Hardness Vickers (500g for 15s) indents was performed. An Energy-Dispersive X-Ray 
Spectroscope (EDS) was used to help identify precipitates and phases. Columnar grain width and the spacing 
between vertical bands of interdendritical NbC was measured according to ASTM112-13 while porosity and 
hardness was measured according to ASTM562-11. Both of these only looked at the XZ-plane instead of all 
three planes. 

The columnar grain width was measured in the 10 mm, 40 mm and 90 mm samples at a distance of 4 mm from 
the top and with a slight spread over the sample width according to ASTM112-13 but using only one plane for 
counting. No significant change to columnar width was found.  

Primary dendrite arm width was measured on the 10 mm, 40 mm and 90 mm samples at about 5 mm from the 
top. An average for all samples was found to be 7.82 μm ± 2.89. No significant trend could be found with 
increased sample width. 

A total average porosity of 0.33% ± 0.16 was found. Variations between samples were less than the standard 
deviation. Even though the variations were not high enough to be significant, no obvious trend could be seen in 
regards to sample width, position on the base plate or heat transfer through the build.  

The presence of NbC was investigated in all samples with a total average of 0.36% ± 0.23 with variations 
between sample lengths being within the standard deviation. An insignificant trend could be seen between the 
smaller samples together with the wider samples having a higher degree of NbC compared to the middle 
samples. No significant trend could be seen in NbC based on row. 

Across all samples, the mean hardness was found to be 406.75 HV0.5 ± 16.53. No significant trend could be seen 
with increased sample width. Based on sample rows no significant trend could be seen. 
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1 Introduction 

 The field of Additive Manufacturing 1.1

Over the recent years, the concept of Additive Manufacturing (AM), or 3D-printing, has caught the interest of 
companies from a variety of fields. The base idea of AM is to create a geometry by building it up, rather than the 
conventional way of machining an already existing piece of metal down to the desired shape. This method allow 
for much more detail and innovative design as the construction is not limited to what available machining tools 
can accomplish. This customizability is especially useful in dental or medical applications where it allow for 
individually adapted implants in low production volumes, or in the industry where it allows for hollow parts to 
lower the weight of components, which can be very advantageous in the aerospace sector. The use of some AM 
methods is also of environmental benefit as it does not require as much energy compared to creating bulk metal 
for machining processes, and less material waste as the metal powder can be recycled and used again [1] [2]. 

An issue that remains with AM is the limited production volume. Two main production methods exist, Hot 
production and Cold production, where the cold can be done in an open environment but the hot need a 
controlled environment to prevent the formation of oxides and other inclusions or precipitates. This restricts the 
hot production to isolated chambers with protective atmospheres or vacuum and by that limit the possibility of 
mass production. Chambers can be made larger in order to produce at greater volumes or to facilitate for larger 
pieces, but as the chambers increase in size the environment inside become harder to control and can therefore 
lead to more defects and lower quality. With hot production the chamber also need extensive cleaning and 
maintenance between each run to avoid agglomerated powder and metallization on machine surfaces from 
previous builds, something that could contaminate the next build and affect the mechanical properties of any 
following run.  

These limitations to AM currently restrict the process to low scale production such as prototypes or to quickly 
test new concepts, or to create molds for further production elsewhere. Some designs benefit greatly from the 
AM method as it allow for a product to be created as a single object without the need for welding or other 
joining techniques and by that effectively reducing the number of weak spots. It also allow for designs that do 
not have to take into consideration what the currently available machining tools can accomplish. 

 Different AM methods 1.2

Among the AM production methods the main processes are generally a combination of two factors: an energy 
deposition method and a material deposition method. Material deposition methods include Direct Energy 
Deposit (DED) where feedstock as powder or wire is added into an energy beam [3] [4] and Powder Bed Fusion 
(PBF) where a layer of powder cover the build area and an energy beam move over it melting the desired areas, 
followed by another layer of powder being added and melted [3]. Energy deposition methods include Selective 
Laser Melting (SLM) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM), which are both branches of PBF material deposition. 
SLM use a high power laser to melt the metal powder and EBM utilize an electron beam and while the first use 
regular lenses and mirrors to focus and direct the beam the second use electromagnetism to focus the beam, 
something that allow for faster production compared to Laser Melting. After using PBF, the remaining and 
excess powder is put into a powder recovery system that sieves and returns powder, which can be reused.  

Comparing SLM and EBM, some major differences can be noted. SLM use a photonic energy source (laser) and 
a protective atmosphere inside the chamber, usually Argon or Nitrogen. This is something that would not work 
with EBM as the electrons would collide with gas particles inside the chamber and thus the process is run with 
vacuum. EBM also use a constant elevated temperature to reduce internal stress due to temperature gradients [5].  

As the volume being built increase, so does the number of layers, the total build time and the difference in 
holding time between the first and last layer, which can influence the phase fraction. An automatic speed 
function will adapt beam speed and power to try to keep the melt front at a constant speed. With an increase in 
amount of surface to scan the beam power increase until a maximum cap is reached upon which beam velocity is 
reduced instead. These changes can lead to an unstable or non-optimal shape of the melt pool resulting in an 
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increased number of defects [3]. This work will look at the impact of Scan Track length on various parameters 
such as hardness, porosity and precipitates within the EBM process. 

 The impact of Scan Length 1.3

As part of the EBM machine setup, the operator can include several geometries in the same build, allowing 
multiple items to be created at the same time, and to assign Themes (collection of parameters) to each of these 
items. Creating identical Themes can be used by the operator to make sure that the machine treats each geometry 
as a different item when melting. If the same Theme (not a duplicate) is used for several geometries within the 
build, the machine might treat them as a single item and adapt automatic parameters to build them as such. Since 
the automatic systems of the machine adapt beam power, beam velocity and other parameters based on the 
geometry of the layer currently being melted, if items are created individually, or together, these automatic 
systems would suggest different parameters [6]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the top two samples would be created 
separately with the system assuming a short scan length, the distance that the beam move before either turning or 
jumping, while the bottom two samples would be created as a single unit, effectively doubling the combined 
scan length, something that will affect the beam power and beam velocity, something which might affect the end 
result. 

This is an effect that can be managed with the use of multiple, identical Themes but it is also an effect that will 
come into play when deciding the orientation and position of each item within the build or when creating a large 
item that cannot be given multiple Themes. Firstly, the angle and orientation of the object within the chamber 
will affect the grain structure, where columnar grains favor the direction with the highest heat flux [3], 
something that often coincides with the build direction. Secondly, a non-symmetrical item will have parameters 
vary as new layers are added depending on the direction of the beam at that particular layer, or even within the 
same layer as exemplified with an oval geometry, both exemplified in Figure 2. In Figure 2A, the left example 
show a layer with long scan lengths while the right example show a layer with shorter scan lengths. This means 
that in order to keep the melt front at a constant velocity in both layers, the beam velocity in the left example 
must be higher compared to the right example, and in order to keep a constant energy input the beam power must 
also increase. In Figure 2B it can be seen how a geometry, even if not coupled with another object within a 
single Theme, can have differing scan lengths and with that differing parameters with each scan track. 

It is also worth noting that with increased total scan length, should the automatic systems not be able to achieve a 
good set of parameters, an increased time between each scan track could let the heat from the previous track 
dissipate enough for subsequent passes to not reach a high enough temperature and as such crease issues with 
melting and wettability [3] [6], which could lead to porosity and layer adhesion [3]. 

 

Figure 1 - Schematic of A) Two items being built using separate but identical Theme and as such being treated as 
separate pieces, while B) show two pieces using the same Theme and as such being treated as a single entity. 
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The existence of an effect when increasing scan length has been reported [6] but not much work has been done 
in regards to the effect of dividing a long scan track into smaller segments. This work is focused on the effect of 
increasing the beam scan length before a beam turn or jump, while keeping the total scan length similar, and its 
effect on porosity, hardness, precipitations and grain width. 

 
 
 
  

Figure 2 - Schematic of how scan length can vary depending on A) the beam angle between layers in a 
rectangular geometry and B) within a layer of an oval geometry. 
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2 Background 

In June 2014 Arcam AB announced that the Ni-based superalloy Alloy 718 [7] would be available for their 
EBM-machine Arcam A2X. Standard and recommended parameters are presented by Arcam AB and even 
though they are tried and tested during development, they are standard values and aproximations and not always 
optimal for each situation and geometry produced. In order to further develop knowledge regarding the impact of 
process parameters a project was started to test the effect of the scan length, the distance that the beam would 
move as it create the meltfront. The recommendation by Arcam is to keep this below 40 mm, with 90 mm as a 
maximum [8]. Larger shapes can still be created by tilting the geometry and by doing that limit the area of each 
layer. 

 Alloy 718 2.1

The material Alloy 718 is a Nickel-based superalloy with a high corrosion resistance that can maintain its 
mechanical stability even at elevated temperatures and is used extensively in the power generation industry as 
well as the aerospace industry [9] [10]. It was developed in 1962 and attained success because of properties such 
as good weldability [3]. The general chemical composition can be seen in the powder quality certificate in 
Appendix B. 

The material consist of a Ni-matrix γ (FCC, NiFeCr) with the important phases being γ’ (FCC, Ni Al, Ti ), γ’’ 
(BCT, Ni Nb) and δ (Orthorhombic, Ni Nb). Properties such as hardness are primarily based on the formation of 
γ’- and γ’’-phases as well as the ratio between them and the δ-phase, with the γ’’-phase being the main hardening 
phase [3] [11] [12]. Formation of the stable δ-phase at temperatures between 650°C and 900°C appear primarily 
via the decomposition of the metastable γ’’-phase [12]. While the formation happen extremely slow outside of 
the decomposition stage the kinetics at temperatures above 900°C allow for δ-phase to form on its own. Both δ-
phase and γ’’-phase are Nb-based which indicate that the growth of one will happen at the loss of the other, and 
with γ’’-phase increasing the hardening properties the marginal contribution from δ-phase can in effect lead to a 
loss of hardness due to the decomposition of γ’’-phase into δ-phase [11].  

Table 1 - Crystal structure and chemical composition of common phases in Alloy 718. 

Phase Crystal Structure Chemical composition 

γ FCC (Matrix) NiFeCr 

γ’ FCC Ni Al, Ti  

γ’’ BCT Ni Nb 

δ Orthorhombic Ni Nb 

 
There is also the risk for the formation of a laves phase (Hexagonal, (Ni,Fe,Cr)2(Nb,Mo,Ti)) [13], which appear 
mainly due to Nb-rich interdendritical areas formed during solidification, which have an impact on the desired 
material properties [13]. 

When building with Alloy 718 in EBM the in situ aging process is a factor that must be taken into consideration 
as it affect the presence and ratio of these phases. Especially so because of the difference in holding time at 
elevated temperatures depending on the height (and general build time) of the project. As the builds become 
taller and more extensive the time to produce increase, meaning the difference in time between the first layers 
and the last layers can be a few days. 

 EBM – Electron Beam Melting 2.2

The Electron Beam Melting (EBM) method is developed by Arcam AB in Mölndal, Sweden, who also hold key 
patents to the process. It utilize the Powder bed Fusion (PBF) method of adding layer upon layer of metal 
powder to construct the desired geometry in a pre-heated building chamber while using vacuum and helium to 
create a protective atmosphere [14].  
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The building chamber, see Figure 3, consist of two powder hoppers in the upper corners that continuously spill 
powder down to the platform where a rake is used to distribute it evenly and at desired thickness across the 
building platform. In the middle is the building area, covered by a heat shield to protect the hoppers and the rest 
of the machine from spatter. Building is done in an area that move down as each layer of the object is 
constructed. The electron gun is placed in a tower above the heat shield and produce the electron stream using a 
Tungsten filament as cathode. A bottom layer of powder is put into the building area and on that the substrate is 
placed. The powder below help by acting as an insulator and lower the effect of the elevated temperature on the 
rest of the machine. 

The source of the electron beam, the Tungsten filament, is fixed at the top of a tower above the center of the 
building platform and it is aimed to send electrons straight down. This mean that as the beam is being directed to 
various points on the building platform the angle of impact as the electrons hit the powder will change depending 
on where on the building platform the beam is directed, something that can have an effect on melt pool behavior 
and might result in material being flung away. The beam is directed with the use of a series of electromagnetic 
fields where the first act as a lens to correct for astigmatism and generate a circular beam with Gaussian energy 
distribution, the second act as a focusing lens which focus the electron stream from the filament into the desired 
beam diameter and the third magnetic field deflect the beam to the target point on the powder bed [15] [16] [17]. 
No mechanical parts are used when directing the beam which allow for fast movement.  

The EBM build chamber is kept in vacuum to help lower the formation of inclusions and to allow for the use of 
otherwise reactive materials. It also improve the energy efficiency of the process by preventing loss of energy 
from electrons colliding with and being deflected by gas or air molecules [15]. As the electrons hit the 
powderbed they slow down, transferring their kinetic energies to the powder particles as heat energy which cause 
the metling [15]. This energy transfer is made possible in part by the sintering stage just before the melting, as 
would the electron beam strike free powder it could instead move the particles away and leave gaps in the 
powder layer [18]. Loss of powder in one layer can cause trouble with the thickness of subsequent layers, 
resulting in layers that are too thick to fully melt causing reduced layer adherence (See 2.5.3 Stress, Warping and 
Delamination), or complete re-melting of already solidified layers without the powder absorbing the energy. A 
thermocouple is put below the base plate to allow for monitoring of the temperature. A problem is that this is the 
only place, except for the tower with the electron gun, that the temperature is recorded. 

Figure 3 – Overview of the build chamber of the Arcam A2X machine [50]. 
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Once the process is started, each new layer of powder is first sintered during a pre-heat with a defocused spread 
of electrons in order to avoid powder movement during melting and to enhance both thermal and electrical 
conductivity [16]. A focused electron beam is then used to melt the desired areas in accordance with the CAD-
project followed by post-heating of the whole building area. New layers of powder are then added, heated, 
sintered and melted until the build is completed. 

The building process start after everything is put into place and calibrated with the vacuum pumps lowering the 
atmospheric pressure to about 1 ∗ 10 	mBar [14] followed by a serie of passes by the electron beam over the 
building plate to heat it up to the operating temperature of 1023 . The order in which the material is then melted 
is up to the user and decided during the project setup. 

2.2.1 Re-melting 

As new layers are added, the electron beam melt the powder and also already solidified layers underneath. This 
re-melting is what help maintain cohesion between layers. However, even if a layer is not completely re-melted, 
the heat from the beam is still high enough to affect the surrounding material in a volume greater than the beam 
radius. This extended beam is called the effective beam radius. The power and velocity of the beam dictate the 
penetration depth and studies of melt pool behavior have found the beam to increase temperature in the material 
past the point of incipient melting up to five layers below the one currently being added [19]. 

2.2.2 Aging 

Aging is a heat treatment where a metal is held at elevated temperatures for a set time to achieve grain growth, 
precipitation hardening or the dissolution of inclusions. 

Depending on total build height and the extent of each layer that need to be melted, along with settings for pre-
heating and post-heating of each layer, total build times can vary from a few hours to close to 100 hours. It is 
important to remember that the object is being built gradually and that the first and last layer may have vastly 
different holding times. As the machine attempt to maintain a constant operating temperature in the build project, 
the aging process and its effect on precipitation hardening and the decomposition of γ’’-phase into δ-phase is 
absolutely a factor to be considered, however the temperature ranges where these phases appear are below the 
operating temperature of the build [3]. 

Studies have been done on the formation and dissolution of δ-phase in spray-formed and wrought Alloy 718 [11] 
in which it was concluded that the precipitation of δ-phase depend strongly on the holding temperature and time, 
but also that as the temperature was set to 1000  the amount was significantly lower than the maximum 
conversion at 950 , at which the fractions stabilized within 20 hours [11]. 

The machine software use a one dimensional heat model and make generalizations as well as use averages within 
each layer to calculate beam power and velocity, something that can result in a reduction in temperature as the 
project is run. The increased surface area of the objects being built will also increase cooling through heat 
radiation even though both pre-heating and post-heating processes are, unless disabled by the operator, part of 
the building process for each layer. It is also affected by the amount of material being melted with each layer, in 
that more solidified area per layer mean more energy deposited and wider objects conduct the heat better than 
thin objects. Analyzing the log-file after each build can show the temperature at the base plate and it show, based 
on previous builds, to vary depending on the extent of the build in regards volumes being built, build height, and 
other factors. It is also worth noting that the cooling might not be homogenous but affected by for example, 
surface-to-surface heat radiation. 

 Parameters 2.3

To achieve an optimal result the building parameters must be adapted for each build. For example, lower layers 
benefit from less beam power in order to minimize beam penetration depth, something that is compensated by 
lowered scanspeed to achieve a constant energy input. This is handled by the Thickness function. The 
relationship between operating parameters such as power and velocity as well as their correlation to defects in 
the final result is an area of research that have been active in the welding industry for a long time [3]. 
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In the Arcam software several parameters are listed, however not all are available to the operator and might be 
overwritten by other algorithms. The log file made during each build list over 23.000 parameters and variables 
where at least a few hundred are available to the operator. 

An important factor is the Constant Energy Input ( ) defined in (eq 1) and is a measurement of how much 
energy is added into the material per area unit [3]. As the machine attempt to keep the melt front moving with a 
constant velocity based on averages done for each layer, the beam going side to side must adapt to maintain a 
constant input of energy. As the width of the geometry increase, several factors can combine to keep the energy 
input constant [ ]: reduced velocity (v), increased beam power (P), lower line offset ( ), and several others. 

Not all of these are part of the automatic algorithms and thus not available to the machine to alter. Several speed 
functions exist and are based on a relationship between beam speed and current to let the machine adapt power 
input [20] [21]. 

 (eq 1) 

One parameter in the software is a cap on the beam current. In order to have enough energy input this cap will 
effectively also put a limit on the velocity of the beam during hatch melting, something that could have an 
impact on the melt front as it move across the build. This experiment will focus not on the stability of the melt 
pool or the melt front, but on the impact of the general scan length on porosity, hardness, grain width, primary 
dendrite arm width and the formation of Niobium carbides. 

The energy input into the material should be enough to melt the current layer of powder as well as reach into the 
previous layers as this re-melting is what make each layer attach to the previous and should the re-melting prove 
insufficient there is a risk that the product start to delaminate [3]. Should the energy input on the other hand 
prove to be too high there is a risk for defects such as swelling or melt balling due to surface tension and 
problems with the melt pool [3]. 

2.3.1 Line offset and Focus offset 

The distance between two scan tracks in EBM is called the Line offset. Energy from the beam is concentrated 
according to a gaussian shape [3] and does not affect an area much greater than the beam radius [22]. There will 
be areas outstide this effective beam size where the heat is not enough to properly melt the powder or cause 
enough re-melting to achieve layer cohesion. A low energy input can be compensated for with a smaller line 
offset, where the tracks lie very close to each other and overlap. 

The focus offset of the beam have a large impact on the energy deposition where the beam power can be either 
focused towards a single point or in a more diffuse state affect a larger area. During pre-heat and post-heat the 
machine makes several passes with a high current but with a high focus offset. When the beam jump from place 
to place it maintain the same current but alter the focus offset to avoid melting [8].  

Both line offset and focus offset contribute to the shape and position of the scan tracks as they affect the 
characteristics of the melt pool [23]. They will also combine to determine if lack of fusion porosity can be 
avoided, as is shown in Figure 4. The Gaussian shape of the power distribution in the beam require a degree of 
overlapping between tracks in order to minimize the volume not reached by the effective beam power. 
Subsequent layers will cause a re-melting and heat treat previous layers which will help to alleviate this issue. 
Looking at focus offset it become a matter of both overlapping and penetration depth in how a low focus offset 
result in a very focused beam which will penetrate deep into the material with a risk of causing overheating and a 
longer life to the melt pool, something that will limit the cooling and solidification processes. A too high energy 
density can also cause spatter ejection of material as it cause instability in the melt pool via the Marangoni 
convection [21]. The reduced beam diameter can be mitigated with a reduced line offset. A high focus offset on 
the other hand will give a shallow and shortlived melt pool with a limited penetration depth but the volume of 
unfused powder between tracks is reduced. Reducing the layer thickness to mitigate the penetration depth is not 
always viable due to powder size distribution, and the beam power can only be increased up to what the 
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parameter for maximum current allow it to apply. A low penetration depth also limit the re-melting of previous 
layers and by that also the layer adhesion, leading to a risk of delamination [3]. 

2.3.2 Scan Length 

The scan length is the length of each scan track, the distance that the beam travel in one line before turning or 
jumping to another (depending on scan strategy, see section 2.3.3). Recommendations from Arcam say to keep 
scan lengths below 40 mm and with a maximum length of 90 mm [8]. 

During build the machine try to keep the melt front at a constant speed, meaning it adjust beam power and 
velocity according to the assigned speed function. This adaptation is done for each track rather than using an 
average based on the size of an area enclosing all the geometries with that particular theme. Should the area be 
considered too large, the machine can, if allowed, try to vary the angle of the scan track. This is also based on 
how parameters are assigned to geometries in the software during build preparation. 

The ratio of beam power to velocity can cause issues with melt pool stability and penetration depth, resulting in 
bad adherence between layers as well as increased lack of fusion porosity [3] (2.5.1 Porosity). Decreasing the 
scan length can also cause problems, where there might not be enough time for the material to properly solidify 
or for heat to dissipate between each beam pass. This is the same reason why during the Snaking scan strategy 
the software speed up the beam and thus lower the energy deposition in one track while attempting to keeping it 
constant as the second track is made.  

1) Normal speed 

2) Gradual increase of speed 

3) Maximal speed 

Figure 5 - Schematic of turning function and its effect on scan speed. 

Something that is noticeable in EBM, and also in SLM, is that as time between each scan track increase the 
energy have more time to disperse and the decreased temperature can cause poor wetting conditions due to larger 
heat gradient between powder and solidified material [24] and risk causing bad layer adherence. This is in part 
mitigated in EBM by the elevated temperature inside the build chamber and the already solid metal [25]. 

Few articles focus on increased scan length and its effect on production quality for EBM using Alloy 718. Work 
has been done on laser based processes and with EBM work has been done on Ti-alloys. 

  

Figure 4 - Schematics showing the expected impact on scan tracks with A) low line offset, B) high 
line offset, C) close to zero focus offset and D) high focus offset. 

1 2 3 
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2.3.3 Scanning Strategies, Contouring and Microstructure 

As the machine move the energy beam across the surface, the line of melted material is called a track and a 
pattern of tracks is called a scanning strategy. Several versions exist and experiments have been done to correlate 
microstructures to the scanning strategies as well as various building parameters. Some examples of scan 
strategies are [3]: 

 Uni-directional or Concurrent fill 
(All canals are made in the same direction, ie left-to-right) 
 

 Bi-directional, snaking or countercurrent fill 
(All canals are made with alternating direction, ie left-to-right, then right-to-left) 
 

 Island scanning 
(Canals are made in the same direction but within in small squares, which are 
distributed with alternative angles in a random order) 
 

 Spot melting 
(No canals made, but instead a continuous pattern of dots) 
 

 Spot melting contours with snaking fill 
(Continous pattern of dots along the edge of the model form a contour and with 
parallel lines in alternating directions in the hatch) 
 

 Line melting contours with snaking fill 
(A line along the edge of the model form a contour and with parallel lines in 
alternating directions in the hatch) 
 

Common for most scanning strategies is that the beams go parallel with each other within each layer, with an 
alternating angle between layers. It is important to keep in mind how the scan strategy will affect the heat 
transfer within the already produced object, as the time after melting one part might not be enough to let heat 
energy dissipate before the next pass. This issue is not limited to the scan strategy but also the geometry and size 
of the object being made as a smaller item will reach a higher peak tempetature than a larger due to effective heat 
transfer. With a geometry that include both thicker and thinner sections, building parameters might need to be 
further custimzed as the material below the melt pool impact the heat transfer in so far as that a solid will 
conduct heat better than a sintered powder which can, in comparison, be seen as an insulator [3]. The Island 
scanning method, where it use uni- or bi-directional fill in small segments spread out over the surface, is ment to 
distribute the heat energy in order the lower the thermal gradients and in doing so also lower the residual stress. 
This is something that other tests have shown to not neccesarily be the case [3]. 

As an object is being constructed, the scan stragegy is one part in determining the thermal gradient and by doing 
so also affect the object’s microstructure. The formation of an equiaxed or columnar structure is based on how 
well the grains are allowed to align with the direction of the thermal flux. With the scan direction changing 
between each layer, and the re-melting from it, the thermal gradient will also change. If this change is large 
enough the result will be that equiaxed or new columnar grains will be formed instead of the continuation of 
already existing grains [26]. With a snaking scanning strategy that only shifted direction every 10th layer, 
H.Helmer et.al found that the microstructure was more columnar than equiaxed, but with the columns not 
following the build direction but rather the thermal gradient. In samples where the direction was changed every 
new layer, the presence of equiaxed grains increased [26]. 

 Powder impact 2.4

Compared to SLM, the EBM method use coarser powder grains which lower the resolution of built objects 
slightly, where SLM have been found to achieve R 11	μm while EBM have been reported as R 25
35	μm [27]. This is something that is dependant on the angle of the surface being built [28] and it have been 
found that the sample thickness affect the roughness [27]. The higher roughness can be partly attributed to the 
coarser powder being used in the EBM process and also its sintering stage which SLM does not have. 
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The coarser powder is intentional, as the EBM use physical particles to transfer heat to the powder bed 
(compared to SLM that use mass-less photons) which can cause a knock-back effect where the collision of 
electrons on the powder particles transfer kinetic energy resulting in powder particles being ejected from the 
layer [3]. This can be aggravated by the angle of the beam versus the base plate. The electrons will also cause a 
charge to build up in the powder unless it is properly grounded. If this charge is allowed to increase, repulsive 
forces will eventually surpass the forces holding the particles to the powder bed causing it to disperse and leave 
clear areas [3]. The electrostatic ejection of charged powder particles is refered to as smoking and if pronounced 
will cause issues with powder density but also by obstructing the electron beam resulting in reduced 
effectiveness of the energy transfer [3] [4] [29]. 

These two factors, the charge build-up and powder being physically ejected, is prevented by the sintering stage 
beforing melting which allow for grounding through the main build as well as keep powder particles fixated, 
creating proper conversion of kinetic energy into heat. Something that affect both SLM and EBM is reflection 
and deflection, where the incoming energy beam is in part diverted from the build. The impact of electron 
deflection in EBM have not been fully studied and there are only guesses of how much of the incoming energy 
that is deflected. Several factors combine to this deflection of energy, including electrons colliding with gas 
particles, ejected powder or welding gas, insufficiently sintered powder causing less than optimal energy 
conversion. The latter can also be affected by the angle of impact between electron beam and powder bed.  

In order to keep AM as environmental and financially viable as possible, powder is recycled and re-used 
between each build. Even though there is a sieving process to filter out agglomerated powder, keeping the 
quality of recycled powder close to virgin powder is difficult. Studies have been done to investigate the influence 
of defects in powder particles after recycling and their effect on subsequent builds, finding that EBM cause a 
slight shift in grain coarsness and that there is a reduction in flowability, but also that no significant effect on 
quality of builds should be noticed [30]. 

 Defects 2.5

A major influence on the presence of defects is the temperature during the process as it correlate to un-melted 
powder, re-melting, in-situ heat treatment and many other factors. Defects in the EBM process can be compared 
to similar effects during powder welding and the defects that appear in the latter can be noticed in the former.   

2.5.1 Porosity 

Pores are hollow sections in a material which can cause increased stress with risk of crack propagation. Two 
main types of pores exist in EBM: the spherical gas induced pores and the elongated process induced pores. The 
first can occur due to gas being trapped in the powder particles during atomization which is then released during 
melting and trapped by the rapid solidification or due to surface chemistry of the powder. The latter appear as 
elongated and are the result of suboptimal parameters where stretches of unfused powder cause cavities (Lack of 
Fusion). It is also possible that solidification shrinkage can cause cavities between grains as internal stress 
become too high to maintain cohesion. These cavities also contribute to reduced thermal conductivity leaving the 
heat remaining in the top layers for longer than intentional which can lead to balling or swelling defects [3].  

2.5.2 Balling 

Spherical droplets can appear due to issues with wettability, the ability for one fluid to spread out on a solid 
surface, with previous layers due to melt pool characteristics or surface tension. This can lead to solidified 
segments rising above the powder layer and interfere with the powder rake. In worst case if sensors detect 
physical obstructions this can cause the machine to trigger failsafe mode and abort the construction to avoid 
machine damage.  

Particles might also detatch from the layer below and follow the rake to be either pushed off the building area or 
remain in areas where it appear as a large inclusion. The resulting pits from where the particles were can be 
refilled by subsequent layers of powder but with the risk that the powder layer there become too thick to fully 
melt and thus become pores with unfused powder, or that smaller pits get trapped under proceeding layers [16]. 
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2.5.3 Stress, Warping and Delamination 

Temperature gradients and varying thermal expansion during building can cause residual stress which is a 
common defect in AM. Residual stress on the macroscopic level can lead to serious defects in the build such as 
warping. When combined with ineffective support warping can appear where the material bend to lower the 
stress. This bend, or warping, can put extra strain on the adhesion between layers and result in delamination. 
Should the warping happen during the process the curvature can lead to uneven layers of powder where in ares 
with less powder the beam power will be too high, which can lead to destroyed material, and in areas with more 
powderthe power will be too low which will lead to unfused powder, porosity and lack of re-melting and layer 
adhesion. Depending on the geometry being constructed the stress can warp the object to such a degree that the 
base plate warp as well, something that is more common when an object is built directly onto the base plate 
without any support [3]. 

As one layer is added on top of another, it is important that these adhere to each other properly by promoting 
remelting between the layers and to avoid unfused powder and porosity. The phenomenon of delamination is 
seen as long, propagated cracks appearing as one layer is detatched from another as seen in Figure 6. This 
happen when residual stresses exceed the bonding abilities between layers [25] but also when excessive energy 
is added which increase the life time of the melt pool before it solidifiy [31]. 

 

2.5.4 Anisotropic behaviour 

Mechanical properties are intimately linked to the microstructure of the material, and should grains orient 
themselves so as to favor a certain direction then an isotropic behavior can manifest itself where the mechanical 
properties differ depending on which direction is used in testing [32]. The extent to which this variation in 
mechanical properties is based on build direction (and by that the thermal gradient and grain orientation) is 
reported to be less than the effects of the in-situ heat treatment inherent in the EBM process [3]. 

As the object is being built, a columnar or equiaxed microstructure can be seen. Several reports have studied the 
behavior of the microstructure of EBM produced Alloy 718 and the relationship between the scan strategy and 
change of angle between each layer and its influence on microstructure [26].  

2.5.5 Shrinkage 

Sample shrinkage is inevitable during production and must therefore be taken into consideration when designing 
the CAD-file. Several factors combine to cause the shrinkage, such as solidification shrinkage and imperfect 
packing of powder creating gaps which then vanish during melting. It is also not a perfect science as the shape of 
the part might shrink differently depending on its thickness and other factors. 

Figure 6 - Lack of consistent powder distribution have caused some samples 
to delaminate (when suddenly a thick layer is added) and some to recieve the 
full beam power into already solid metal. 
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3 Method 

As the power and velocity of the beam change, the stability of the melt pool might be affected which would lead 
to variations in the presence of defects. To measure such variations testamples were printed and tested for 
hardness, porosity, the presence of primary precipitates as well as primary dendrite width and arm spacing. 
Various machines were used, among them a HMV-2 Micro Hardness Tester from Shimadzu running on software 
ver. 3.01 and a Tabletop Hitachi TM3000 SEM-microscope with EDS-function. 

 Sample manufacturing 3.1

The samples were built using an Arcam A2X system, with software version 4.2.201 with the CAD-
model and finished result seen in Figure 7. The material was Alloy 718 powder obtained from Arcam 
(Certificate and composition of the virgin powder can be found in Appendix B - Powder quality 
certificate), which had been recycled and was a mix of 10 times recycled and newer. The samples were 
made with all of Arcam’s automatic functions for the A2X machine enabled except for a snaking scan 
strategy with a 180 degree rotation between each layer (  

Figure 7 - Build setup seen as A) CAD-file and B) Finished build. Standard MAGICS-support not included in CAD. 
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Table 3). This means that the scan track moved between the left and right side and that the melt front alternated 
direction going from the top (furthest inside the machine) to the bottom (closest to the machine door) and vice 
versa. Test samples with widths ranging from 10 mm  up to 90 mm in increments of 5 mm was built (Naming 
and widths seen in Table 2).  

Table 2 - Name and width for each sample. 

Sample# A01 A02 A03 A04 A05 A06 A07 A08 A09 A10 A11 A12 A13 A14 A15 A16 A17 

Width 
[mm] 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 

 
Dimensions were chosen to have a low width (while not causing issues with sample preparation) and up to the 
maximum width recomended by Arcam. Other dimensions were kept constant with a 10 mm height and 15 mm 
length. No compensatory factor was used to adjust for shrinkage.  
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Table 3 - Parameters used in this project 

Current [mA] 15 

Max Current [mA] 18 

Speed Function 63 

Beam speed [mm/s] 3425 

Focus offset [mA] 15 

Line offset[mm] 0.125 

Thickness function [mm] 2 

 Microstructural characterization 3.2

3.2.1 Shrinkage 

After removing the samples from the build plate, but before sample preparation, the width of the samples was 
measured using a set of calipers. Two measurements were taken for each sample as seen in Figure 8: one from 
the top and one from the side just below the overhang from the contour. The measurements were then compared 
to the dimensions in the CAD-model and the amount of shrinkage was determined using (eq 2). 

%	shrinkage 1
Measurement

CAD
∗ 100 (eq 2) 

3.2.2 Sample preparation 

The samples were all cut lengthwise. In order to fit the mount, larger samples were cut into segments. Samples 1 
through 6 were left as one segment, samples 7 through 14 were cut into two segments each and samples 15 
through 17 were cut into three segments each. This means that all images of microstructures from these samples 
have the build direction from the bottom and upwards, while scan tracks go between the left side and the right 
side. 

Figure 8 - Vernier calipers used to measure sample width A) from the top and B) from the side. 

Figure 9 - Samples were cut lengthwise and the dashed area, the side facing the back of 
the chamber, was mounted. 
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3.2.3 Columnar grain width 

Samples A01, A07 and A17 (10, 40 and 90 mm respectively) were etched using a mix equal parts Nitric acid, 
Hydrochloric acid and Acetic acid [3]. At least five images per sample were taken 3 mm from the top of the 
sample surface using light-optical microscope (LOM). Three equally spaced lines per image were used for 
intersection counting. Measurements were taken according to ASTM112-13 but only in the XZ-plane. 

3.2.4 Spacing between vertical bands of NbC 

Samples were etched using a diluted 10% oxalic acid together with a 5V voltage and investigated using SEM 
looking for clear interdendritical NbC-clusters. Five measurements were made across each spacing and a mean 
value was used. Measurements were taken according to ASTM112-13 but only in the XZ-plane. 

3.2.5 Porosity 

Using a light-optical microscope (LOM) with a magnification of x100, a set of 16 images was taken from 
samples A01 to A14 and 20 images from samples A15 to A17. An even spread across the whole sample width 
was used while also giving a clear margin to avoid the contour (in this case 3 mm) as seen in Figure 10, all 
according to (eq 3). 

Sample	Width 2 ∗ 3	mm	Contour
3

 (eq 3) 

In the cases where samples were cut into multiple segments, the total sample width was used and not the width 
of each segment. On each image, a grid with 1702 intersections was applied and the porosity manually counted. 
Measurements were taken according to ASTM562-11 but only in the XZ-plane. 

3.2.6 Primary precipitation NbC counting 

With a Tabletop Hitachi TM3000 SEM-microscope, the samples were investigated for Niobium carbides. 
Twenty (20) pictures were used per sample segment at x5000 magnification with a spread as seen in Figure 11. 
On each image, a grid with 1610 intersections was applied. Measurements were taken according to ASTM562-
11 but only in the XZ-plane. 

3.2.7 Hardness 

Using a HMV-2 Micro Hardness Tester from Shimadzu (software ver. 3.01), Parameters were set to 15s holding 
time with a 500g load and a set of 15 indents were made for each sample segment using an estimated equal 
spacing as seen in Figure 12, resulting in a total of 15 (A01-A06), 30 (A07-A14) or 45 (A15-A17) indents per 
sample. Indents were made perpendicular to the build direction. A minimum distance between samples of at least 
five indents was used.  
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A) 

B) 

C) 

Figure 10 – Positions for images taken during manual porosity counting. A) Samples A01-A06, B) Samples A07-A14, C) 
Samples A15-A17. 

A) 

B) 

C) 

Figure 11 - Position of images taken for manual counting of NbC precipitates. A) Samples A01-A06, B) Samples A07-A14, C) 
Samples A15-A17. 

A) 

B) 

C) 

Figure 12 - Position for hardness Indents. A) Samples A01-A06, B) Samples A07-A14, C) Samples A15-A17. 
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4 Results 

 Sample shrinkage 4.1

A mean value of two width measurements from each sample (one from the top and one from the side) was 
compared to the size used in the CAD-model (according to (eq 4)) to get an estimation of the total shrinkage as 
seen in Figure 13. A total average shrinkage across all samples was found to be 2.52% ± 0.16. 

% 1
Measurement

CAD
∗ 100 (eq 4) 

 Microstructure characterization 4.2

4.2.1 Powder characterization 

The build was made using a mix of 10th cycle recycled powder and newer. Powder characterization was done 
using SEM, measuring the size of 113 powder particles showed an average size of 68.5±19 μm. Several dented 
powder particles were found, some partially sintered particles and particles with satellites and among these 
satellites both rounded and flattened shapes were found, seen in Figure 14.  
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Figure 13 - Mean shrinkage of each sample width. Linear trendline included. 

Figure 14 -  SEM analysis of powder taken before build. 
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4.2.2 Sample analysis 

The top of the samples showed clear dendritical structures which is in concordance with the low number of re-
melting stages and fast cooling in the last layers to be built. The top layers were distinguishable after etching as 
seen in Figure 15. 

A SEM screening showed linear patterns of porosities visible throughout each sample, as seen in Figure 16. 

Multiple NbC-precipitates, both in large clusters primarily located at the bottom of samples as well as along 
grain boundaries and in interdendritical regions. TiC-precipitates were also found but to a much lesser extent, 
where across all sample images used only a handful were seen (Figure 18). 

  

Figure 16 – LOM image showing linear patterns of shrinkage porosity. The 
patterns seem to follow the scan tracks (going left-to-right and vice versa). 

Figure 15 – SEM image showing layer thickness, the dendritical structure and 
its organization visible at top of sample 12. 
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In the top layers of sample A14, a distinct change to the angles of the dendritical structure could be seen (Figure 
17).  

Towards the bottom of the samples large cases of Lack of Fusion porosity and throughout the samples both gas 
porosity and shrinkage porosity was found, as seen in Figure 19. 

Figure 19 – SEM image of Sample A07 showing lack of fusion porosity with 
visible grains inside, also round gas pore. 

Figure 18 - SEM images showing NbC accumulation A) Interdendritically and B) in the grainboundries. 

Figure 17 – SEM images show distinct changes in the direction of the dendritical structures in the top layers of sample A14. 
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4.2.3 Mean columnar grain width 

No significant trend could be seen in regards to the mean columnar grain width as seen in Figure 20.  

4.2.4 Spacing between vertical bands of NbC 

No significant trend to the spacing between vertical bands of interdendritical NbC could be seen, as shown in 
Figure 21.  

 
  

Figure 20 - Graph showing the mean columnar grain width at the center of the smallest sample (A01, 
10 mm), Arcam's recommended maximum width (A07, 40 mm) and the maximum width (A17, 90 mm). 

Linear trendline included. 
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Figure 21 - Graph showing the spacing between vertical bands of NbCinf the smallest sample (A01, 10 
mm), Arcam's recommended maximum width (A07, 40 mm) and the maximum width (A17, 90 mm). 

Linear trendline included. 
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 Porosity 4.3

According to manual counting, there is no significant change to the trend of porosity based on increasing sample 
width as seen in Figure 22. A total average porosity across all samples was found to be 0.33vol% ± 0.17 

Notes from a visual inspection of the surface of all samples can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4 - Notes from visual inspection of sample surfaces in regards to levels of porosity. 

Sample# 
Width 
[mm] 

Description 

A01 10 Close to no porosity. Some larger pores on the right side between contour and hatch. 

A02 15 Marginally more porosity than sample A01. Also with larger pores on both the left and 
right side between contour and hatch. 

A03 20 Marginally more porosity than sample A02. Slight tendencies to a linear pattern along 
the scan track of the pores toward the right side. Both left and right side show large 
pores between contour and hatch, with left side showing several times more than the 
right. 

A04 25 Marginally more porosity than sample A03. No clear linear tendencies. Right side 
shows several larger pores between contour and hatch, while the left side shows just 
one. 

A05 30 Marginally more porosity than sample A04. No clear linear tendencies. Right side show 
several larger pores between contour and hatch. 

A06 35 The porosity is very pronounced with clear linear tendencies. The bottom and top seem 
less porous than the middle. No large pores between contour and hatch. 

A07 40 Very pronounced porosity and with clear linear tendencies. Top and bottom is less 
porous than the middle. In the hatch, the left and right side show more porosity than the 
middle (about 1/5 of width in the middle show less porosity). One larger pore to both 
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Figure 22 - Graph of the mean porosity obtained via manual counting in all samples. Linear 
trendline included. 
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Sample# 
Width 
[mm] 

Description 

the left and right side in the space between contour and hatch. 

A08 45 Significantly less porosity compared to A06 and A07. Larger pores on right side 
between contour and hatch. 

A09 50 Very pronounced porosity with left side showing no linear tendencies and right side 
showing clear tendencies. Middle of the sample has a much reduced porosity (about 1/3 
of total width). Few large pores on right side between contour and hatch. 

A10 55 Very pronounced porosity in the entire sample, with top and bottom layers showing 
marginally reduced porosity but not as much as with sample A07. Potentially a small 
less porous region in the middle of the sample but unclear. 

A11 60 Pronounced porosity throughout the sample. Far right side show clear linear tendencies 
compared to the rest of the sample.  

A12 65 Pronounced porosity throughout the sample. Left half show clear linear porosity while 
the right side less so. Right side show few larger pores between contour and hatch. 

A13 70 Pronounced porosity throughout the sample. Left half show clear linear porosity 
compared to the right side. The right side seems to have less porosity than the left. 

A14 75 Very pronounced porosity throughout the sample, with left half showing more distinct 
linear trends than the right half. 

A15 80 First inspection seems to show much less porosity compared to the previous samples but 
at a closer magnification a pronounced porosity of smaller pores can be seen.  

A16 85 Similar as with sample A15, the first inspection show very little porosity, on level with 
samples A03-A04. The pores that can be found on higher magnification show to be 
smaller. 

A17 90 Porosity in similar to sample A15 and A16. Edges show slightly more porosity 
compared to the center. Left side show indications of linear trends in the porosity. 
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 Primary carbide precipitation (NbC) 4.4

No significant change to the levels of NbC-precipitates could be seen with increasing sample width as is seen in 
Figure 23. A total average of NbC-precipitation across all samples was found to be 0.36vol% ± 0.24. 

 Hardness 4.5

No significant change to mean hardness per sample with increased sample width was found as seen in Figure 24. 
A total average hardness across all samples was found to be 406.75 HV0.5 ± 16.53. 

A mean hardness based on height in the samples was also plotted in Figure 25. No significant result could be 
seen.  
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Figure 24 - Graph showing the mean hardness for each sample. Linear trendline included. 
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Figure 23 - Graph showing the average levels of NbC precipitates in all samples. Linear trendline 
included. 
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Figure 25 - Graph showing the mean hardness for each measured row in all samples. 
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5 Discussion 

Studying the log file and observing machine behavior as the samples were built, the beam velocity and power 
was adapted by the machine in a way where it assumed a constant build-area, meaning that velocity and power 
was kept constant across the whole layer despite some rows of samples being wider than others. According to the 
log file, the current used during hatch melting was always the maximum current allowed, meaning that the beam 
velocity had to be lowered to achieve the desired constant energy input. The capped beam power and reduced 
beam velocity will limit the effective beam size as well as the penetration depth and since line offset is not a 
parameter not automatically adjusted, increased porosity due to lack of fusion is to be expected. 

Seeing as this build was made with a constant scan speed and beam power (apart from during turning points) 
differences in defects should depend, at least primarily, on other factors such as beam angle (due to position on 
base plate), stability of the melt pool (based on length of scan track) and heat transfer. This discussion will focus 
primarily on the heat transfer aspect. 

Two versions of cooling should be considered: That of the heat from the melt pool and that from the whole build. 
The build plate act as a heat sink [33] as heat is conducted away from the melt pool during solidification while 
heat radiation cools the entire system [34]. The former would be affected by the ability of each sample to 
conduct heat from sample to build plate, which could be impacted by the ratio between the sample width and the 
extra support legs in each corner, seeing as the cross sectional area affect heat conduction (eq 6). The distance 
between samples was 5 mm, something that could be affected by Surface-to-Surface radiation, potentially 
reducing the effectiveness and cooling rate of samples in the middle of the base plate. The effect of heat 
conduction in the build is mainly as a way to transport heat away after melting [34], to homogenize the 
temperature and to effectively calculate the pre-heat and post-heat process. The Arcam A2X machine used use a 
1-dimensional heat transfer model for its heat calculations [8] that is not necessarily taking all aspects of the 
geometry into consideration. 

The extra support structure, with one thicker leg in each corner of each sample, was also the same for each 
sample and was in addition to the regular support structure added by the MAGICS-software. These have the 
same dimensions for all samples resulting in higher heat conduction from smaller samples into the base plate and 
as such have a faster homogenization of the temperature during melting and solidification. A sample with a small 
cross-sectional area also mean less heat input per melted layer than for a larger sample, but a larger sample will 
have a larger surface area for heat radiation. This would lead to a faster cooling rate of the melt in the smaller 
samples compared to the larger. 

Looking at the heat radiation the equation for a gray body is seen in (eq 5) and have the unit W m⁄  which means 
that increased surface area also increase heat radiation and with it its effect on the cooling rate. With varying 
width of the samples, and with each added layer, this effect will increase because of the increased surface area. 

q εσT A (eq 5) 

The emissivity constant in literature seem to vary a lot based on methodology and range, from 0.92 and 
0.86 [35] to 0.28 and 0.16 [36]. 

In comparison to emissivity, heat transfer by conductivity using (eq 6) [37] indicate that the distance (l) the heat 
energy travels play a role. The distance that the heat energy is transferred increase as more layers are added 
during the build as well as the distance from the middle of each sample to the solid support at the edges. There is 
a saw tooth support between the bottoms of each sample that will contribute to the heat conduction [3] which 
could mitigate any preference for thermal energy to transfer via the support legs. 

q
kA∆T
l

 (eq 6) 
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Reports have found the conductivity constant for alloy 718 to be k 30W mK⁄  [38] and k
26.9W mK⁄  [39].  

The total surface area and the thermal capacity both increase linearly with increasing sample width and linearly 
with increasing build height. Further study of log files show that the beam current and beam velocity is not only 
constant over each layer, but also for each layer that melt the samples (excluding the lower layers that are 
affected by the thickness-function and sides affected by turning-function). This would mean that as the samples 
are built layer by layer the heat capacity increase due to increased sample volume. This coupled with the cooling 
effect through thermal radiation increasing due to increased surface area all the while the heat input during 
melting, pre-heat and post-heat is constant. A sudden increase in sample temperature can be seen in the log file 
as the process go from building support to melting the samples, with just a marginal decrease in total temperature 
towards the end as seen in Figure 29, something that can be attributed to the effects just mentioned. A later build, 
in an unrelated study, with a 110 mm build height and extensive surface area showed that the temperature at the 
start of hatch melting was 1040°C. As build height reached 50 mm it had dropped to about 875°C and at 95 mm 
height it was 833°C. The total build time of this other build was 87.3 hours. This is a significant difference 
between builds and a vast difference in holding times at these elevated temperatures, which will lead to a 
difference in phase fractions. 

 Powder characterization 5.1

The samples were made using a mix of 10th cycle recycled powder together with 20% being 4th cycle. Dented 
powder particles were seen, as well as satellites, partially sintered particles, among other defects, see Figure 26. 
A report by Strondl et.al mention that dents in the powder can be explained as impact marks caused by blasting 
during the extraction of the previous build, something that can be related to a measured reduction in flowability 
of recycled powder [30]. The report also mention that the powder, recycled after use in EBM, have a slight shift 

Figure 26 – SEM images of powder samples A) showing an overview, B) showing recycled and sintered powder particles 
and C) showing satellites and dented surfaces. 
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towards smaller particles, something hypothesized to depend on splitting of twin particles or removal of satellites 
but this reason is not yet fully understood. It was shown that in comparison to virgin powder, an increase in 
porosity could be detected when using recycled powder. As the same powder mix was used for all samples, any 
internal differences due to this would be because of insufficient mixing. The difference in flowability based on 
number of recycles could have an impact on how it is raked across the build surface and if so could result in 
samples near the left and right edge have a higher degree of recycled powder (with low flowability) compared to 
the middle. The rake did at least three passes in an attempt to even out any variations. 

Some powder particles also show white streaks on them, predominately in the grains already showing signs of 
being recycled (such as partial melting or uneven surfaces), see Figure 27. These could be scratches or marks 
after impact but can also be signs of δ-phase needles [3]. The marks appear more common on particles 
displaying a higher degree of defects such as dented surfaces. 

After the first initial builds using this particular machine were made and the maintenance process was refined, 
the powder handling routine was also changed. First cycles the old powder was simply added to the top of the 
hoppers without mixing and after six generations the remaining virgin powder supply was added, creating a mix 
with about 20% virgin powder. Following builds were preceded by a mixing process of the entire powder supply, 
including both the powder used in the latest build and remaining powder in the hoppers, to create a more 
homogenous mix. Thus, some particles have been through the build process more than others have, which would 
explain the variations between powder particles. Sames et.al [3] show the effect of aging and the development of 
δ-phase as well as γ’- and γ’’-phase, indicating that a prolonged heat treatment, resulting in over-aged material, 
will increase the levels of δ-phase. Powder particles that are subjected to the sintering and heating process steps 
will, in effect, be subjected to a prolonged heat treatment over the course of several builds. In the report it is also 
conclude that at these high temperatures, the δ-phase is precipitated from the oversaturated matrix, instead of by 
decomposing from γ’’-phase. As the powder is completely melted during the building process, any phase 
changes in the powder grains should therefore not affect the result during production. 

 Microstructure 5.2

The full path through a phase diagram of additively manufactured Alloy 718 is complex to predict due to the 
nature of the process. A Time-Temperature-Transformation diagram (TTT) or Continuous-Cooling-
Transformation diagram (CCT) is not fully applicable due to the constant heating, melting, cooling and re-
melting that is part of each layer and at different parts of the geometry [3]. 

Figure 27 – SEM images of recycled powder particle showing bright streaks. 
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Columnar grains are a distinct part of additive manufacturing due to the rapid cooling and due to the distinct 
thermal gradient they are usually formed parallel to the build direction and can be seen in Figure 28. The 
dendritical structure is more pronounced in the higher regions of the build, as the lower levels will have 
experienced more re-melting stages and with the increased temperature the diffusivity allow for a higher degree 
of homogenization [19].  

The formation of δ-phase has been found to start at about 1000 , with some studies showing a maximum at 
930  [40], which is comparable as others estimate it at 950  [11]. The thermal profile of the build according 
to data from the log file from the thermocouple attached to the bottom of the base plate is seen in Figure 29. 
Included in the figure are the process stages where the chamber is heated, the powder below the build plate is 
sintered, where the support is built and where the melting of the samples start. Also marked are the temperature 
ranges where the three main precipitate phases are formed [3]. This show that the samples are only in the 
temperature range of hardening phase precipitation (γ’, γ’’ and δ-phase) for a short time in comparison to the 
holding times during ageing. 

Figure 28 – LOM images of clearly visible dendritical formation in the top layers of sample A07. Primary arms can be seen 
and at higher magnifications even secondary arms. 

Figure 29 - Thermal profile of the base plate (blue solid line), combined with current height of project (purple dashed line) 
as shown in the logfile. Marked areas show stable temperatures for the three main precipitate phases and what stage the 

process is in. Left Y-axis show temperature in degrees Celcius and Right Y-axis show build height in millimeter. 
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Sharp changes in the direction of dendrites in the top layers (Figure 17) have in other works been determined to 
happen because of the change to the direction with the highest cooling rate as it is not subjected to re-melting 
and heating patterns as previous layers [19].  

An EDS was used to get the chemical composition of precipitates with the results seen in Table 5.  

Table 5 - Results from EDS tests of two types of precipitates found as well as the matrix near each. 

Element 
Normalized concentration [wt%] 

TiC NbC 
Matrix Precipitate Matrix Precipitate 

Nickel 46.31 16.54 53.27 20.07 
Chromium 19.54 4.64 16.65 6.53 
Iron 18.46 3.63 17.19 6.41 
Carbon 7.87 8.51 6.32 13.84 
Niobium 7.00 12.32 6.16 45.48 
Titanium 0.83 54.36 0.41 4.93 
Zirconium 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.31 
 

 Vertical spacing between interdendritical NbC 5.3

During dendritical or cellular solidification, heavy elements such as Mo, Ni, Ta and Ti are the last to solidify and 
thus end up creating areas with highly segregated concentration, primarily in the interdendritical regions [41] 
[42]. As such, vertical tracks of NbC-precipitates can be used to estimate the width of the primary dendrite arms 
as shown in Figure 30. The size of the dendritical arm is dependent on the cooling rate, where a rapid cooling 
will result in thinner arms. Kirka et.al noticed three distinct regions in the dendritical structure [19]: The top 
(600-750 μm from the top) have distinct dendritical structures but also variations in the direction due to 
variations in highest thermal gradient. Region 2 (about 3.5 mm in depth) show more diffuse dendrites without 
secondary arms and instead of the interdendritic δ-laves networks of δ-needles can be seen. In Region 3 (starting 
5 mm from the top) the dendritical structure in the columnar grains lack the cored structure, probably due to the 
long time as elevated temperatures and the short diffusion distances [19].  

 Columnar grain width 5.4

The width of columnar grains depends on the cooling rate and are seen to become thinner with increased cooling 
rate [24]. As such, it would not seem improbable that the width of the grains would vary depending on sample 
width assuming the width, and the geometry in general, would affect the cooling rate and heat transfer in the 
samples. The four legs seen in Figure 7 that link each sample to the base plate should in the smaller samples a 
larger impact on thermal homogenization with the whole system as the size of the legs are constant and will have 
a varying ratio of sample width to leg area. This is assuming that the thermal conduction is a factor that is 

Figure 30 – SEM images showing NbC-precipitates accumulating A) interdendritically and B) in the grain 
boundries 
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equally contributing to cooling across all sample widths. As sample width increase the effective surface area also 
increase, leading to higher cooling via thermal radiation, but also increased energy input into the sample due to 
cross-sectional surface area. Results from the manual measurement of grain width, as seen in Figure 20, indicate 
an insignificant increase between the smallest (10 mm) and the recommended maximum (40 mm) while the 
widest sample (90 mm) show an insignificant slight decrease. It is not unlikely that the combination between 
heat radiation and heat conduction together with other factors end up creating an equalized cooling effect in this 
geometry. 

 Shrinkage 5.5

Several factors combine to create the difference in size between the CAD-model and the finished item. The 
shape of the powder and presence of satellites will lower the powder density, resulting in more empty space 
between powder particles. During melting this free space will be subtracted from the powder layer thickness and 
become the actual layer thickness of the melted and solidified part. 

There is also a noticeable shrinkage of the first layers of each sample, enough to warp support. This is 
hypothesized to be because of rapid cooling causing thermal gradients [27] and can cause severe issues with the 
build process in that it can lead to warping of the object being built, and in severe cases even warping of the 
substrate. This warping will lead to a curvature in the top layer of the sample and inevitably lead to variations of 
the powder layer thickness, which is something, that, unless compensated for, lead to excessive or insufficient 
energy input. This variation in energy can lead to lack of fusion or even delamination from preceding layers if 
the stress from the warping effect exceeds the lowered adhesion forces [3]. There is also a Thickness function 
available which try to adapt the parameters so as to not melt below what the CAD-file dictate and it is used 

during the first 2 mm as well as when melting overhang or during variations in the geometry. This mean that the 
beam power and speed is lowered to maintain a sufficient energy input to melt the powder but without the 
normal penetration depth [3] and is continuously changed as additional layers are added. This comparatively low 
beam energy will keep the cooling rate high. While the shrinkage seen in the bottom layers seem to increase with 
increased sample width, with it not being clearly noticeable until between 35-40 mm, the large cavities in the 
bottom layers can be seen in all samples and is a known issue attributed to the parameters set by the thickness 
function.  

Figure 32 – LOM image of sample A12, left-most segment. The bottom left show the shrinkage 
and the layers just above the support structure show several large pores due to lack of fusion. 

Figure 31 – Photograph of the left segment of sample A10 showing the 
extended shrinkage just above the support structure at the bottom of sample. 
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 Porosity 5.6

The porosity in additive manufacturing come in several different versions and appears due to many different 
reasons. The results from manual counting show no significant change to the amount of porosity however a 
visual inspection through a LOM show that there is a clear difference in porosity between smaller samples and 
larger. This would indicate that the number of images used in this manual counting might not have been enough 
to give an accurate statistical representation.  

As is shown in Figure 33 a complete set of LOM images was taken across the entire surface of all samples and 
then merged. From these it was made easy to get a clear overview and notice the variation in porosity between 
the smaller and larger samples. Thoughts have been raised in regards to levels of porosity and what are just 
artifacts from the sample preparation and polishing processes. The samples with most pronounced porosity was 
not re-polished until later. 

A01 

 
A07 

 
A17 

 
Figure 33 – LOM images showing a complete overview of the sample surfaces for the three samples A1, A07 and A17. 

From pure ocular investigation, the 10 mm sample (A01) show almost no porosity, with variations in visible 
porosity as sample width increase. Table 4 show notes from a simple visual inspection of the sample surfaces. 
Visual inspection indicates that there are differences in levels of porosity between the samples. This could be 
because of natural variations in the samples or perhaps because of imprecise cutting during sample preparation. 
Manual counting does not seem to reflect these visual variations. 

 Hardness 5.7

The overall mean hardness of 406 16.5	HV .  is in concordance with previous studies which determine it to be 
428 8.34	HV .  for as-built EBM manufactured Alloy 718 with measurements taken parallel to the build 
direction [33] and 392 15	HV .  for slow cooled samples [3]. 

The variations in mean hardness over the sample widths are all small enough to not be significant. Despite this, 
an effect could be seen when looking at the difference in hardness based on build height where the top and 
bottom row of measurements alternate hardness between the smallest and largest sample. The shift happen 
between 65	mm and 70	mm sample width. If this is a coincidence or an actual trend remains to be seen. 

It is known that the hardness of alloy 718 is dependent on the ratio between γ’-, γ’’- and δ-phase, and that this 
ratio is determined by holding times at elevated temperatures [11] both because of its effect on phase 
transformation and its effect on diffusion and mobility due to changes in grain size. Azadian et al tested ring-
rolled and spray formed Alloy 718 and determined that the formation of δ-phase, the phase with lowest 
contribution to hardness of the three, is formed at the highest rate when held at 900  and lowest rate when held 
at 1000 . Looking at the log files from the build the temperature at the bottom of the build plate was at 
1040 1020  which would mean above the formation of the δ-phase. The cooling stage of the process is 
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neither instant nor homogenous, and the geometry and position of the sample could determine its heat 
conductivity and radiation ability. This would cause an uneven cooling that would then lead to uneven phase 
transformation. As an example, sample A02 is close to middle of the base plate and show the highest mean 
hardness. Samples A07, A09 and A12 (40, 50 and 65 mm respectively) are all in different corners of the build 
(Figure 7) and each represent a dip in hardness (Figure 24). Sample A15 (80 mm) is an exception to this, being 
the fourth corner piece with only a slight dip, followed by a noticeable decrease in sample A16 instead. Similar 
trends have been noted and reflected upon in other publications [43] [32].  
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6 Conclusions 

Based on the tests done, and considering the high standard variation in some tests, the following conclusions 
could be found: 

 An average width shrinkage factor of approximately 2.5%. 

 Increasing scan length does not seem to significantly affect: 

o The presence of porosity. 

o The amount of NbC-precipitates. 

o The average hardness. 

o The width of primary dendrites. 

o Columnar grains. 

 An insignificant fluctuation of mean hardness and mean porosity does not seem to correlate with 
position on build plate. 

 

7 Recommendations for future work 

To further determine the effect of heat transport in the material and in the build chamber, a suggestion would be 
to investigate the effect of not only increased width of sample (a one dimensional change) but also increased 
depth (a two dimensional change) or even an increase in height (a three dimensional change) with varying 
volumes and with shapes specifically designed to affect the ability to homogenize the heat levels via the build 
plate. 

It would also be interesting to see the effects on phase fractions with increased build time as the increased 
holding time and increased volume will cause temperature changes within the objects and with it the way the 
material enter new stable areas in the phase diagrams. Even if the parts were sent to be heat treated before being 
used in applications, the treatment would benefit from further understanding of the phases as one single item 
might have a large variation in composition and phase fraction. These variations will affect the most suitable 
way to heat treat the objects. 
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Appendix A - Results tables 

 

Table 6 - Results table from shrinkage measurements. 

Sample# 
CAD-
size 

[mm] 

Measured size [mm] Difference [mm] Shrinkage [%] 

Sideways Top 
CAD to 

Sideways 
CAD to  

Top 
CAD to 

Sideways 
CAD to  

Top 
Mean 

A01 10 9.76 9.68 0.24 0.32 2.40 3.20 2.80 

A02 15 14.67 14.52 0.33 0.48 2.20 3.20 2.70 

A03 20 19.66 19.32 0.34 0.68 1.70 3.40 2.55 

A04 25 24.47 24.29 0.53 0.71 2.12 2.84 2.48 

A05 30 29.32 29.22 0.68 0.78 2.27 2.60 2.43 

A06 35 34.10 33.99 0.90 1.01 2.57 2.89 2.73 

A07 40 39.21 38.87 0.79 1.13 1.97 2.83 2.40 

A08 45 43.86 43.73 1.14 1.27 2.53 2.82 2.68 

A09 50 48.82 48.71 1.18 1.29 2.36 2.58 2.47 

A10 55 53.72 53.45 1.28 1.55 2.33 2.82 2.57 

A11 60 58.44 58.35 1.56 1.65 2.60 2.75 2.68 

A12 65 63.67 63.25 1.33 1.75 2.05 2.69 2.37 

A13 70 68.50 68.37 1.50 1.63 2.14 2.33 2.24 

A14 75 73.13 73.10 1.87 1.90 2.49 2.53 2.51 

A15 80 78.27 78.09 1.73 1.91 2.16 2.39 2.28 

A16 85 82.88 82.74 2.12 2.26 2.49 2.66 2.58 

A17 90 87.99 87.76 2.01 2.24 2.23 2.49 2.36 
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Table 7 - Results table from hardness measurements. Maximum, Minimum and Mean hardness measured for each sample. 

Sample# 
Sample Width 

[mm] 
Max. 

[HV0.5] 
Min. 

[HV0.5] 
Mean Hardness  

[HV0.5] 
Standard Deviation 

[HV0.5] 

A01 10 432 389 409.0000 11.2606 

A02 15 427 395 413.0667 9.0367 

A03 20 429 369 411.1333 14.3892 

A04 25 427 367 399.6667 16.5958 

A05 30 430 352 411.5333 20.2678 

A06 35 429 370 403.5333 14.4908 

A07 40 425 354 396.8000 15.7531 

A08 45 436 365 410.4667 13.4157 

A09 50 436 321 395.3333 21.9170 

A10 55 441 358 408.5000 17.0406 

A11 60 435 386 411.2667 11.7925 

A12 65 485 368 403.0333 21.8227 

A13 70 439 387 411.4333 11.4737 

A14 75 434 384 410.3000 12.3940 

A15 80 436 380 409.4889 13.8076 

A16 85 436 358 402.1333 15.9939 

A17 90 441 368 410.7778 15.4141 

Incl. all datapoints: 485 321 406.7548 16.5348 

 
Table 8 - Results table from hardness measurements. Mean hardness per row (Top, Middle and Bottom) of each sample. 

Sample# 
Sample 

Width [mm] 

Hardness [HV0.5] Standard Deviation [HV0.5] 

Top Middle Bottom Top Middle Bottom 

A01 10 405.8000 410.4000 410.8000 9.6208 13.8362 8.9978 

A02 15 407.2000 412.4000 419.6000 7.8588 4.5869 9.2000 

A03 20 411.4000 405.0000 417.0000 8.1388 19.1625 10.7517 

A04 25 397.6000 393.4000 408.0000 17.9510 11.4647 16.1121 

A05 30 399.8000 415.0000 419.8000 29.6607 10.2176 5.4918 

A06 35 394.8000 408.6000 407.2000 13.2121 13.4253 12.6396 

A07 40 398.6000 390.6000 399.8000 19.3298 13.0553 11.9817 

A08 45 406.9000 409.5000 413.6000 7.9177 8.3576 19.4124 

A09 50 396.7000 389.0000 399.3000 14.6564 27.9929 19.1732 

A10 55 419.4000 403.6000 400.7000 14.9010 11.3860 16.9944 

A11 60 415.5000 409.7000 409.3000 14.6236 10.5929 7.6688 

A12 65 401.2000 403.9000 405.4000 18.8775 29.1734 14.2492 

A13 70 412.0000 411.1000 411.7000 15.2971 9.0824 9.0006 

A14 75 412.7000 408.4000 408.3000 14.8731 13.2227 8.6493 

A15 80 415.0667 404.8667 408.5333 11.6531 13.8027 13.8654 

A16 85 401.8667 393.1333 411.4000 12.7951 17.0797 12.0433 

A17 90 409.1333 417.4000 405.8000 14.1886 12.4193 16.9084 
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Table 9 - Results table from Porosity counting, showing both from manual counting as well as automatic pixel counting. 

Sample# Sample Width 

Manual Counting Pixel Counting 

Average Percentage 
Stardard 

Deviation 
Average Percentage 

Stardard 
Deviation 

A01 10 0.3011 0.1500 0.1502 0.0917 

A02 15 0.3085 0.1338 0.1419 0.0660 

A03 20 0.3746 0.0920 0.3921 0.1480 

A04 25 0.2258 0.0867 0.1471 0.0860 

A05 30 0.2974 0.1224 0.2058 0.1359 

A06 35 0.4737 0.2584 0.5084 0.2744 

A07 40 0.3856 0.1424 0.2840 0.1202 

A08 45 0.2662 0.0808 0.1658 0.0530 

A09 50 0.3415 0.1074 0.3391 0.1957 

A10 55 0.3929 0.1957 0.3839 0.1733 

A11 60 0.3439 0.2096 0.3362 0.2379 

A12 65 0.3415 0.2019 0.3703 0.2573 

A13 70 0.3250 0.1121 0.3058 0.1189 

A14 75 0.2772 0.0818 0.3278 0.1194 

A15 80 0.2993 0.1273 0.2086 0.1272 

A16 85 0.4087 0.2638 0.3584 0.3150 

A17 90 0.2717 0.1560 0.2728 0.1686 
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Table 10 - Results table from NbC-precipitation counting, showing the average NbC found for each sample width. 

Sample# Sample Width Average NbC [%] Std.Dev  

A01 10 0.3478 0.1507 

A02 15 0.3882 0.2123 

A03 20 0.3245 0.1618 

A04 25 0.2422 0.1501 

A05 30 0.2562 0.1552 

A06 35 0.2376 0.1146 

A07 40 0.3913 0.2410 

A08 45 0.3059 0.1790 

A09 50 0.2430 0.1445 

A10 55 0.3253 0.2082 

A11 60 0.4270 0.2400 

A12 65 0.4387 0.2539 

A13 70 0.4394 0.3136 

A14 75 0.3898 0.2694 

A15 80 0.3856 0.2412 

A16 85 0.3934 0.2688 

A17 90 0.3727 0.2591 

 

Table 11 - Results table from NbC precipitation counting, showing mean values for each row of measurements (Top, Top-
Middle, Bottom-Middle and Bottom). 

Sample# 
Sample 
Width 
[mm] 

Nb-precipitates [%] Standard Deviation 

Top 
Top-

Middle 
Bottom-
Middle 

Bottom Top 
Top-

Middle 
Bottom-
Middle 

Bottom 

A01 10 0.3540 0.2671 0.3602 0.4099 0.0639 0.1566 0.0697 0.2164 

A02 15 0.3975 0.5342 0.3230 0.2981 0.0602 0.2883 0.1940 0.1491 

A03 20 0.3168 0.3043 0.2857 0.3913 0.1526 0.1169 0.0909 0.2304 

A04 25 0.2609 0.1925 0.3106 0.2050 0.1087 0.1408 0.2032 0.0913 

A05 30 0.2484 0.3478 0.2857 0.1429 0.1128 0.1169 0.2101 0.0609 

A06 35 0.2919 0.2795 0.1553 0.2236 0.1087 0.0942 0.0708 0.1233 

A07 40 0.3075 0.3478 0.5342 0.3758 0.1314 0.1836 0.3427 0.1855 

A08 45 0.2826 0.2422 0.2609 0.4379 0.1166 0.1394 0.1319 0.2318 

A09 50 0.2484 0.2391 0.2360 0.2484 0.0722 0.1718 0.1390 0.1712 

A10 55 0.4037 0.3447 0.2174 0.3354 0.2381 0.1942 0.1929 0.1533 

A11 60 0.3354 0.4565 0.4938 0.4224 0.2277 0.3127 0.1829 0.1833 

A12 65 0.3727 0.4907 0.4472 0.4441 0.1540 0.3182 0.1838 0.3033 

A13 70 0.3571 0.3727 0.5186 0.5093 0.2719 0.1303 0.4359 0.3002 

A14 75 0.4472 0.3696 0.2857 0.4565 0.2614 0.1840 0.1739 0.3727 

A15 80 0.4017 0.4037 0.3313 0.4058 0.1459 0.2835 0.2353 0.2677 

A16 85 0.4348 0.4017 0.3064 0.4306 0.2681 0.2404 0.2346 0.3057 

A17 90 0.2588 0.4451 0.3872 0.3996 0.1209 0.3173 0.2351 0.2807 
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Appendix B - Powder quality certificate 
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